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Softeaves Silicone Shoulder Straps

Price per Unit (piece): £5.99

Softleaves

®

X100 Silicone Shoulder Straps

This sale is for a pair of Softleaves X100 Silicone Shoulder Straps used for holding the bra in place,
available in three colours ( Clear, White Flesh ,Black) .please kindly select the colour that you like
from the drop box at the top of this page .

Softleaves X100 Silicone Shoulder Straps are made from high quality silicone materials and are especially
designed to solve problems caused by ordinary bra stapes:
-

Stop bra straps from sliding off the shoulder.

Equality distributes pressure over the shoulders, therefore, giving comfort as well as, leaving seamless
strap lines on the skin.
-

Made from soft silicone making them very comfortable, durable, odorless and easy to clean.

Ideal for women who use breast enhancers , as they will help fix the bra stapes in place , and eliminate
any discomfort on the shoulder that might be caused, due to the extra weight in the bra, and will leave
seamless strap lines regardless of the extra breast enhancers weight added in the bra .
-

Undetectable under any clothing.

Available Colors

: Black , Clear , Flesh

Size

: one size fits all.
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Please also visit our Softleaves shop for a full range of high quality silicone breast care products and
accessories specially designed for this item (double side adhesive tapes , silicone nipple enhancers, silicone
bra,and covers) .
please kindly not that our accessories are specially designed for our Pinkwaves and Softleaves breast
enhancers and might not work for other kinds of breast enhancers available on the market, as our
accessories and enhancers are made from very high quality materials and are especially designed to work
perfectly when used with each other, for example, our softleaves double-sided adhesive tape will peal of the
silicone breast enhancers without effecting our enhancers , while if used with other low quality products , it
might damage them.

Softleaves

®

X600

Softleaves is a UK registered brand for For Softcare Silicone UK Limited
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